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ABSTRACT

Continual Learning (CL) allows applications such as user personalization and household robots to learn on the fly and adapt to context. This is an important feature when context, actions, and users change. However, enabling CL on resource-constrained embedded systems is challenging due to the limited labeled data, memory, and computing capacity.

In this paper, we propose LifeLearner, a hardware-aware meta continual learning system that drastically optimizes system resources (lower memory, latency, energy consumption) while ensuring high accuracy. Specifically, we (1) exploit meta-learning and rehearsal strategies to explicitly cope with data scarcity issues and ensure high accuracy, (2) effectively combine lossless and lossy compression to significantly reduce the resource requirements of CL and rehearsal samples, and (3) developed hardware-aware system on embedded and IoT platforms considering the hardware characteristics.

As a result, LifeLearner achieves near-optimal CL performance, falling short by only 2.8% on accuracy compared to an Oracle baseline. With respect to the state-of-the-art (SOTA) Meta CL method, LifeLearner drastically reduces the memory footprint (by 178.7%), end-to-end latency by 80.8-94.2%, and energy consumption by 80.9-94.2%. In addition, we successfully deployed LifeLearner on two edge devices and a microcontroller unit, thereby enabling efficient CL on resource-constrained platforms where it would be impractical to run SOTA methods and the far-reaching deployment of adaptable CL in a ubiquitous manner. Code is available at https://github.com/theyoungkwon/LifeLearner.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Computer systems organization → Embedded and cyber-physical systems;  
• Human-centered computing → Ubiquitous and mobile computing.
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1 Introduction

With the rise of embedded and Internet of Things (IoT) devices, the adoption of deep neural networks (DNN) has revolutionized various applications ranging from computer vision [27], audio [77] and sensing applications [54]. However, in real-world setups, where a deployed model may need to dynamically learn new tasks (i.e., new classes or inputs) from users [8] and adapt to changing input distributions [69], existing learning approaches often fail, due to the constrained nature of available resources on edge devices and catastrophic forgetting (CF) [66]. CF describes the situation when a deployed model is able to perform new tasks but forgets previously learned knowledge. Efficient Continual Learning (CL) systems that can learn new tasks from growing data streams [8, 71, 76] are now being recognized as an important step forward as they also enable many practical applications. For example, household robotic devices need to continually learn to recognize new objects, while smart appliances need to learn different voice commands.

Many CL approaches have been proposed in the literature, including regularization-based [44, 103], dynamic architecture-based [34, 82, 101], and rehearsal-based methods [8, 74, 81]. Among these, rehearsal-based methods largely alleviate the forgetting issue of a learned model. Nonetheless, they are excessively data-hungry as they require a large number of labeled samples to learn new information and to be stored as rehearsal samples [71], incurring high computational and memory overheads.

Another stream of work has recently attempted to utilize meta-learning [29] in CL to address the problem of the scarce labeled data. A number of Meta CL methods [4, 37, 55] relying on a few samples of new classes to adapt and learn have been proposed. However, Meta CL’s performance degrades when many classes are added during deployment, leading to low scalability (refer to Figure 1a).
Additionally, state-of-the-art (SOTA) Meta CL methods, OML+AIM and ANML+AIM [55], exhibit large memory footprint, easily exceeding the RAM size on many embedded devices (e.g., 1 GB) (refer to Figure 1b). Further, we observed that the end-to-end latency of SOTA Meta CL methods to continually learn multiple classes is computationally expensive. These aspects render prior Meta CL methods not deployable on resource-constrained devices. As such, there is an emerging need for novel system design approaches that facilitate the broader deployment of CL systems on various IoT devices by bringing down resource requirements of CL methods without jeopardizing their accuracy.

To address the aforementioned limitations, we develop LifeLearner, the first hardware-aware system that fully enables data- and memory-efficient CL on the constrained edge and IoT devices. First, contrary to the existing Meta CL methods that primarily rely on regularization and suffer from accuracy loss, we introduce rehearsal-based Meta CL; we co-design meta-learning with an efficient rehearsal strategy, enabling LifeLearner to rapidly learn new classes using only a few samples while alleviating catastrophic forgetting of the already learned classes upon deployment (Section 3.1). Second, we propose a CL-tailored algorithm/software co-design approach that minimizes the on-device resource overheads of CL. At the algorithmic level, we design a latent replay scheme, where rehearsal samples are extracted from an intermediate layer of the target DNN instead of holding copies of raw inputs. By strategically selecting the rehearsal layer for high compressibility, we facilitate the subsequent compression of rehearsal samples, enabling their efficient storage on-device. Besides, based on an observation that latent replays are sparse, we further design a novel Compression Module via an intelligent combination of lossless compression to utilize sparsity and lossy compression to yield a high compression rate, fast encoding and decoding, and minimal resource usage (Section 3.2). Finally, we develop our hardware-aware system by employing hardware-friendly optimization techniques and considering the unique characteristics of hardware (e.g., write operation on Flash of IoT devices is costly during runtime) to optimize the runtime efficiency of CL operations on-device (Section 4).

We make the following key contributions:

1. A novel Meta CL method comprises a rehearsal strategy that alleviates catastrophic forgetting and a deployment-time inner-and outer-loop training structure that achieves both fast adaptation to new classes and refreshing of already learned classes. LifeLearner achieves previously unattainable levels of on-device accuracy, outperforming all existing Meta CL methods by 4.1–16.1% on image and audio datasets, while being within 2.8% of an oracle.

2. A new algorithm/software co-design method that co-optimizes the rehearsal strategy and the compression pipeline to significantly reduce the resource requirements of CL and rehearsal samples. As a result, LifeLearner requires only 3.40–15.45 MB of memory and obtains a compression rate of 11.4–178.7x compared to the SOTA Meta CL method, ANML+AIM. This allows LifeLearner to run on edge devices, something impossible for current SOTA methods due to their large memory requirements (>1.05 GB).

Figure 1: Preliminary analysis of the prior Meta CL methods (i.e., ANML, OML+AIM, ANML+AIM). (a) shows the CL accuracy degradation of the Meta CL methods after learning c number of classes on CIFAR-100 [47]. (b) shows the memory footprint needed to run the Meta CL methods on MinImageNet [95] with a batch size of 8.

(3) Our hardware-aware system implementation successfully deployed LifeLearner on two embedded devices (Jetson Nano and Raspberry Pi 3B+) and a microcontroller (STM32H747). Through extensive experiments, we demonstrate that LifeLearner outperforms existing CL and Meta CL baselines in terms of latency and energy consumption. Specifically, compared to ANML+AIM, LifeLearner obtains 80.8-94.2% lower end-to-end latency and 80.9-94.2% lower energy consumption on Jetson Nano. Also, we developed LifeLearner on an extremely resource-constrained IoT device, STM32H747 with 512 KB of SRAM (2,000× smaller memory than Pi 3B+ with 1 GB RAM). To our knowledge, this is the first implementation of a CL framework onto this constrained and challenging platform, opening the door for the ubiquitous deployment of learning systems adaptive to users and environments over time continually.

2 Background and Motivation

2.1 Continual Learning

CL allows DNN models to learn over time from non-stationary data streams by acquiring new knowledge while avoiding the forgetting problem of the learned experiences [39, 48, 71]. In the literature, various approaches attempt to solve the forgetting problem [13, 65, 66]. The first group of approaches includes regularization-based methods [2, 44, 84, 85, 103]: these add a regularization term to the loss function to minimize changes to important weights of a model for previously learned classes to prevent forgetting. This approach can be very efficient regarding computation and memory costs. However, it is shown to be less effective than other methods that utilize additional resources such as expanding architectures and storing additional samples [13], as introduced in the following. The second group of approaches includes the dynamic architecture-based methods [34, 82, 101] that dynamically expand and freeze DNN architectures to incorporate new classes and prevent forgetting. Despite the promising performance, dynamic architectures pose the costly requirement of modifying the model architecture. This leads to higher computational costs as the model expands and prohibits the utilization of compile-time optimizations on a fixed computation graph.
of the model. The last group of approaches among conventional CL includes rehearsal-based methods [7, 8, 26, 49, 63, 67, 74, 81, 98]. These prevent forgetting by replaying the saved rehearsal samples from earlier classes, typically leading to superior CL performance over the other methods at the cost of increased memory footprint.

In this work, we opt to use a rehearsal-based method due to its primarily superior performance in CL settings and the avoidance of dynamic expansion of the model architecture during deployment, allowing us to apply system optimizations on the static computation graph of the model (see last paragraph of Section 4 for details).

Given a single trajectory of samples from a stream of classes $T$, minimizing the CL loss of a DNN that is trained end-to-end is more challenging than conventional DNN training [37]. This is because various complex challenges need to be solved together:

1. the forgetting problem incurred when learning a stream of different classes, (2) the issue with the lack of labeled samples, and (3) training DNNs is extremely sample-inefficient: the minimization problem requires multiple training epochs to converge to a reasonable solution. Specifically, many CL methods [48, 71] are proposed to alleviate the forgetting problem. However, they require a large amount of labeled data (a few thousand) and many training epochs. Another learning approach, called meta-learning, is proposed to make DNN more sample-efficient [15, 29, 53, 99], requiring only a few samples to adapt/learn new data distributions from a correlated data stream [1, 68]. However, existing meta-learning methods often neglect the forgetting problem of the already learned classes as it primarily aims at fast adaptation towards new tasks only [9, 19, 22, 24, 30, 79, 86, 93].

2.2 Meta Continual Learning

To overcome the challenges mentioned thus far, researchers proposed a novel approach, Meta CL, that utilizes meta-learning in CL to enable data-efficient and fast adaptation to new classes and also attempts to alleviate forgetting of already learned classes through novel ways of regularization and/or modification of the model architecture [4, 37, 55]. First, to enable fast adaptation with only a few samples, Meta CL methods are based on the training procedure of meta-learning. The meta-learning uses an outer loop and an inner loop where the outer loop takes steps to improve the learning ability of the inner loop that optimizes the DNN model with a few samples. This phase is called meta-training, which is typically performed on an offline server. The meta-training phase aims to find a better weight initialization of DNNs for fast adaptation with a few samples. After the meta-training is finished, the learned DNNs are tested given a few examples of new classes, referred to as the meta-testing phase, that could run on embedded systems. Secondly, to prevent the forgetting problem, Meta CL methods separate the network architecture into the feature extractor and the classifier. During the meta-training phase, Meta CL adopts the concept of fast and slow learning on an architecture level. The feature extractor is updated in the outer loop (slow weights) using random samples from learned classes to prevent forgetting. The classifier is updated in the inner loop (fast weights) to learn new classes swiftly. This approach has proven useful in alleviating CF [4, 37, 55].

Although prior works in Meta CL enable CL with limited data samples, they have certain limitations. For example, Online-aware Meta-Learning (OML) [37] and A Neuromodulated Meta-Learning (ANML) [4] can retain high CL performance on the Omniglot dataset [52] over many classes. Also, Attentive Independent Mechanisms (AIM) module [55] captures independent concepts to learn new knowledge. In fact, AIM and its combinations, ANML+AIM and OML+AIM, have achieved SOTA results. However, as prior Meta CL only relies on inner-loop optimization in the meta-testing phase, it does not utilize the concept of learning fast and slow weights during deployment. Further, these methods fail to generalize (see Figure 1a: low accuracy on CIFAR-100 [47]) and have extremely high memory requirements (see Figure 1b), which limits their applicability to low-end devices. Hence, we aim to design an efficient Meta CL system that obtains high accuracy and less forgetting while making the practical deployment on embedded devices a reality.

2.3 Efficient Deep Learning Systems

Scarcity in high and compute resources are major bottlenecks in deploying DNNs on constrained embedded and IoT devices. In this context, researchers have largely focused on optimizing the inference stage (i.e., forward pass) by proposing lightweight DNN architectures [20, 56, 57, 64, 83], pruning [25, 61], quantization [35, 46, 80], leveraging heterogeneous processors [38, 59, 60], and offloading computation [100].

In addition, many works focus on reducing the overall system resources required for DNN training [6, 11, 18, 21, 31–33, 36, 43, 51, 70, 73, 78, 87, 92, 96, 102]. For example, researchers control the layerwise growth of the model structure to enable efficient DNN training on mobile phones [104]. Other methods optimize sparse activations and redundant weights to avoid unnecessary storage of activations and weight updates during DNN training [5, 28, 58]. In particular, for memory-efficient training, researchers proposed efficient meta-learning approaches by tackling memory issues during meta-training [92] and meta-testing [78]. However, dynamically changing the updated parameters as in [78] is not suitable to be used for MCUs because Flash memory space where the model weights are stored is read-only during runtime, and SRAM is even more limited than Flash in terms of memory capacity. Thus, it is difficult to incorporate the dynamic parameter update on MCUs. Also, prior work [45] examines various lossless compression techniques (e.g., Huffman coding), which show at most a 3.3× compression ratio on activations. Lossy compression [10, 62] based on scalar quantization shows up to 12× memory savings without accuracy degradation. A promising method that can achieve even higher compression ratios (e.g., 128×) is Vector/Product Quantization (PQ) [41, 88, 89]. However, as it requires storing a separate codebook containing representative vectors, a brute-force utilization of PQ may not achieve actual memory savings. In this work, we demonstrate that PQ can be a key component towards efficient continuous learning and show how the on-device CL pipeline should be designed to accommodate it (see Section 3.2.2 and Figure 3 for details).

In contrast to previous works, LifeLearner realizes efficient continual learning that was previously considered impractical for many embedded devices. By developing rehearsal-based Meta CL, effective algorithm/software co-design, and hardware-aware system implementation considering the unique characteristics of a wide range of embedded and IoT platforms (e.g., Jetson Nano, Pi 3B+,...
LifeLearner employs the idea of Meta CL and rehearsal-based learning to minimize system overheads on embedded devices. LifeLearner consists of two phases. The first phase is the meta-training phase, where a meta-trained model is deployed on the embedded device and learns new classes continuously without forgetting previously learned classes. Additionally, as shown in Figure 2, LifeLearner has two components to ensure superior performance and efficiency when deployed on resource-constrained devices: (1) the co-utilization of Meta CL and rehearsal strategy together with deployment-time inner-loop optimization to resolve the accuracy degradation issue, and (2) a design scheme that co-optimizes LifeLearner’s rehearsal strategy and compression pipeline (Compression Module in Figure 2) to minimize the memory footprint, compute cost, and energy consumption when running CL.

3.1 Co-utilization of Meta-Learning and Rehearsal Strategy

Current Meta CL methods rely on regularization in order to minimize radical changes to the already trained weights when learning new classes. As such, a small set of training data from a stream of classes, all samples are discarded once they have been used. However, recent results from the CL literature [13] indicate that the alternative approach of rehearsal-based methods often outperforms regularization-based CL. Driven by this observation, we design our Meta CL method, called rehearsal-based Meta CL, which introduces a rehearsal strategy into the Meta CL to improve CL performance. Concretely, we introduce a Replay Buffer that stores informative samples from already learned classes; these serve as additional training samples when learning new classes, forming a mechanism for refreshing the weights of the model, and avoid catastrophic forgetting.

In addition, existing Meta CL systems are limited by their sole use of inner-loop optimization during meta-testing. Instead, we construct a variant of the learning fast and slow weights approach: we utilize the samples of new classes during inner-loop updates to enable rapid adaptation to new classes, followed by outer-loop iterations with the rehearsal samples of the previously learned classes to alleviate catastrophic forgetting.

System Overhead. Despite the learning benefits of our rehearsal-based Meta CL method (see Section 5.2 for details), it comes at a system cost. With respect to memory, the Replay Buffer has to store a number of representative samples for each of the already encountered classes, so that they can be fetched during meta-testing. With respect to computation, the samples have to be processed by the DNN with both forward and backward passes to perform CL. Unless alleviated, these overheads can lead to a sharp increase in storage and computational requirements, hindering its deployment on mobile and embedded devices, where continual learning is most needed. In the next section, we present LifeLearner’s co-design approach for alleviating these system costs.

3.2 CL-tailored Algorithm/Software Co-Design

To alleviate the system costs of rehearsal-based Meta CL and enable its deployment on resource-constrained devices, we present an algorithm-software co-design method, optimized for Continual Learning. At the algorithmic level, we design a rehearsal strategy that minimizes the computational overhead while maximizing the compressibility of the rehearsal samples. At the software level, we design a two-stage Compression Module that enables the efficient compression, storage and decompression of rehearsal samples, while inducing minimal on-device resource usage.

3.2.1 Rehearsal Strategy. Key design decision in rehearsal-based methods constitutes the form of the rehearsal samples. A standard approach followed by many CL methods [8, 63, 81] is native rehearsal (i.e., raw data replay), which stores and replays the input data in their raw format, e.g., images are stored for computer vision tasks and MFCC features for audio tasks. Under this scheme, a random subset of the given classes is stored as rehearsal samples, which are later replayed to mitigate the forgetting issue. The drawbacks of this approach are the significant computational overhead, as the samples have to be processed from the full model, and the compression variability as compressibility varies substantially in a per-sample manner.

Figure 2: The system overview. LifeLearner consists of the frozen/quantized feature extractor, the continually learned classifier, and the compression module based on sparse bitmap and PQ. The compression module takes the feature extractor’s outputs (activations) as inputs and compresses them to be saved as latent replay samples.
To leverage the sparsity of our latent activations, we introduce **latent replay** into our rehearsal strategy. Under this scheme, instead of holding copies of raw inputs, we store their latent representations, i.e., intermediate activations at the output of a selected layer of the target DNN. In LifeLearner, we employ two techniques in order to enable the utilization of latent replay: *i) select the last layer of the model’s feature extractor as the rehearsal point; and ii) freeze the feature extractor upon deployment and perform CL only on the classifier.* With the feature extractor frozen, we render latent replay functionally equivalent to raw data replay. On the computational front, the forward pass of the feature extractor can be omitted when replaying latent representations and the backward propagation is performed until the last layer, inducing significant computational gains.

On the memory front, we make the following observation. In DNN training, the activations for each layer are saved during the forward propagation so that those activations are utilized for computing the gradients during the backward propagation. As in [87], storing activations requires a large memory footprint depending on the batch size used for training. However, commonly used ReLU non-linearity in many DNN models results in sparse activations in the successive layers. Also, we observe that more than 90% of the activation values of the latent layer are zero due to the usage of ReLU from our analysis of the network architecture on all three datasets. By strategically selecting the rehearsal layer in the DNN and treating ReLU activations as the rehearsal samples, LifeLearner’s rehearsal strategy facilitates their compression and subsequent efficient storage on-device.

3.2.2 Compression Module for Latent Replays
We now introduce the **Compression Module** that is responsible for *i) compressing rehearsal samples (i.e., latent activations in our work) when new classes are encountered and storing them in the Replay Buffer, and ii) fetching and decompressing them to perform CL at runtime.* This component comprises two stages: sparse bitmap compression and product quantization (PQ).

**Sparse Bitmap Compression.** To leverage the sparsity of our latent replays for efficient storage, we employ sparse bitmap compression [28]. This scheme enables the Compression Module in LifeLearner to filter out the majority of zero values (typically 90% or more) in latent activations and save the remaining non-zero values to increase the compression rate for saving latent activations.

![Figure 3: The overview of our compression module. It consists of (1) a sparse bitmap to filter out zero from activations or to reconstruct decompressed activations from non-zero activations, (2) a PQ encoder that further compresses non-zero activations into PQ indices, and (3) a PQ decoder that decompresses PQ indices back into decompressed non-zero activations.](image)

Figure 3 depicts the compression and decompression processes. For compression, when latent activations are given to our system, a bitmap with the same dimensions as the latent activations sets a bit to 1 for non-zero values’ indices and 0 for the remainders. Then, non-zero values and the sparse bitmap are stored in 32-bit floats and the bitmap format, respectively. For decompression, we traverse all elements of the bitmap and a vector containing the stored non-zero values, reconstructing in this process the latent activations by using either the saved non-zero value or zero if a bitmap element is 1 or 0, respectively. The compression and decompression processes are linear in runtime: \(O(n)\), where \(n\) is the total number of elements of latent activations. With respect to memory, the footprint is reduced from \((4n)\) when a dense format is used for storing latent activations to \((4 \times \text{number of non-zero values} + \frac{1}{8}n)\) with the bitmap.

**Product Quantization.** To further minimize the resource overhead of rehearsal samples, we introduce a second stage to our compressor (Figure 3) utilizing PQ [41]. The output of the sparse bitmap compressor contains a vector of non-zero values. With PQ being a vector compression method that can compress a given vector \(v \in \mathbb{R}^d\) into \(s\) number of PQ indices using a PQ codebook with \(s\) columns, it is suitable to further reduce the size of the encoded rehearsal samples. Each column of the PQ codebook contains a set of representative vectors that well approximate \(s\) sub-vectors of \(v\) when \(v\) is partitioned into \(s\) sub-vectors.

For compression, the PQ encoder applies PQ to the non-zero activations \(v \in \mathbb{R}^d\) that are already filtered out by the first-stage sparse bitmap compression. We use 1 byte to store each PQ index and set \(d/s = \{128, 32, 8\}\) (length of each sub-vector). Then, each sub-vector of length \(d/s\) containing 32-bit floats is encoded to a 1-byte PQ index via our PQ encoder for more analysis regarding hyper-parameters. LifeLearner learns the PQ codebook offline using the latent activations during the meta-training phase, which is then stored on-device. For decompression, the PQ decoder reconstructs the non-zero activations \(v'\) using the stored PQ indices and the PQ codebook.

Finally, as in Algorithm 2 (see Lines 7, 9, and 10), our compression module is seamlessly incorporated in the inner- and outer-loop optimization of LifeLearner, enabling on-the-fly compression of the latent activations during deployment.
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$S$ is updated (fast weights, e.g., $\theta$) during the outer loop of optimization. In the inner loop, the classifier part of the meta-training process of rehearsal-based Meta CL is the same as that of Meta CL [4]. In detail, it is comprised of an inner loop inside an outer loop of optimization. In the inner loop, the classifier part is updated (fast weights, e.g., $\theta^{PLN}$ for OML and $\theta^{PCLF}$ for ANML, $\theta^{PLN.W}$ for OML+AIM, and $\theta^{PCLF.W}$ for ANML+AIM) (Lines 4-5). The number of weight update iterations is determined by the number of samples $k$ (e.g., 10-30) of a given sample set, $S_{traj}$, of a new class, $T_i$. After the $k$ sequential updates, the meta-loss in the outer loop (Line 6) is computed using all the given samples on the new class ($S_{traj}$) and randomly sampled samples from all the meta-training classes ($S_{rand}$). All the weights of DNN are updated through outer-loop gradient updates using an Adam optimizer [42]. The learning rates, $\alpha$ for the inner loop and $\beta$ for the outer loop, are used as hyper-parameters.

**Meta-Testing Procedure.** After executing the meta-training phase on a server, our system is deployed on resource-constrained devices and evaluated on its ability to learn unseen classes in the meta-testing phase. Algorithm 2 shows the meta-testing phase of the rehearsal-based Meta CL. In prior Meta CL, the meta-testing procedure contains only inner-loop optimization without outer-loop optimization, i.e., only fast weights except for slow weights are fine-tuned. In contrast, LifeLearner leverages the full potential of meta-learning by using both inner- and outer-loop optimization in the meta-testing phase. Specifically, our proposed meta-testing procedure starts with the inner-loop weight updates to learn new classes swiftly using a few samples (Lines 5-6), followed by the outer-loop weight updates to retain the knowledge on the previously learned classes using the replayed samples plus the new samples (Line 8). Note that although the outer-loop iteration could run multiple epochs, the performance converges after one or two epochs (refer to Section 5.4 for more analysis). Also, LifeLearner integrates the compression module that compresses (Lines 9-10) and decompresses (Line 7) the latent activations during outer-loop optimization, as described in Section 3.2.

**Our Contribution.** Our method conceptually leverages existing concepts. We solve the challenge of incorporating these concepts in a coordinated, efficient end-to-end system (as discussed in Section 2.3). We achieve higher accuracy than baselines while reducing the memory footprint drastically. Our key contributions are (1) co-designing the algorithmic innovation (rehearsal strategy) with an intelligent combination of lossless (bitmap) and lossy (PO) compression to significantly reduce the memory footprint of CL and latent replay samples (Section 3), (2) successfully deploying LifeLearner end-to-end on two embedded devices and MCU on which many prior works fail to run (Section 4).

### 4 Hardware-Aware System Implementation

We develop the first phase, meta-training, of Meta CL methods on a Linux server to initialize the neural weights that can enable fast adaptation during deployment scenarios. After that, for the second phase, meta-testing, (i.e., actual deployment scenarios), we implemented our hardware-aware system by considering the hardware capability and unique runtime characteristics of our target devices: (1) embedded and mobile systems such as Jetson Nano and Raspberry Pi 3B+, and (2) a microcontroller unit such as STM32H747. To further optimize the system efficiency, we adopt hardware-friendly optimization techniques in our implementation[^1].

[^1]: [https://github.com/theyoungkwon/LifeLearner](https://github.com/theyoungkwon/LifeLearner)

**Embedded Device.** Jetson Nano has a quad-core ARM Cortex-A57 processor, and 4 GB of RAM, while Pi 3B+ contains a quad-core ARM Cortex-A53 processor with 1 GB of RAM. Note that the free memory space of Jetson Nano and Pi 3B+ during idle time is roughly 1.7 GB and 600 MB, respectively, due to the memory footprint pre-occupied by background, concurrent applications, and an operating system. As software platforms, we employ Faiss (PQ Framework) and C++ (Deep Learning Framework) to develop and evaluate the meta-training and meta-testing phases on embedded systems.

**Microcontroller Unit (MCU).** To demonstrate the feasibility of the broader deployment of CL systems at the extreme edge, we further optimized and developed LifeLearner on MCUs. We implemented the online component of LifeLearner using C++ on an STM32H747 device equipped with ARM Cortex M4 and M7 cores with 1MB SRAM and 2 MB eFlash in total. However, we only utilize one core (ARM Cortex M7), as most MCUs have one CPU core. Also, we restrict the usage space of SRAM and eFlash to 512 KB and 1 MB, respectively, to enforce stricter resource constraints (an order of magnitude smaller memory space than other embedded devices with larger than 1 GB RAM).

To deploy LifeLearner on MCUs effectively and efficiently, we addressed many technical challenges and considered hardware characteristics. First of all, the memory requirements of the MetaCL methods developed on embedded devices, including LifeLearner, far exceed the hardware capacity of a "high-end" MCU such as STM32H747 (refer to Section 5.2). Hence, we first searched for a smaller yet accurate architecture for MCUs by experimenting with various width modifiers [56, 57, 83] (see Section 5.5 for details).

We then implemented our Compression Module (sparse bitmap compression and PQ) to reduce memory usage of latent replay samples on SRAM. In particular, we consider hardware characteristics and constraints: (1) the write operation on the storage (Flash) of MCUs is costly [90], and (2) Flash is read-only during runtime [3, 50]. Hence, in our MCU implementation of LifeLearner, to minimize the memory footprint and energy consumption required for latent replay, we first compress latent replay samples using our Compression Module and then store them on SRAM, which has more limited memory but is faster and cheaper to perform read/write operations on than Flash. Note that our learned PQ codebook, used to encode and decode the latent replay samples after sparse bitmap compression, is stored on Flash to leave more space for scarce resources of SRAM. Also, PQ codebooks are static once deployed; they can be stored on the read-only memory of Flash.

In addition, we rely on the TFLM framework [12] to perform inference of the feature extractor on MCUs. However, TFLM does not support training (i.e., backpropagation). We developed our Backpropagation Engine based on C/C++ using Eigen [23] as a data structure and matrix multiplication library. Based on our Backpropagation Engine, we construct the classifier part on the fly whose weights are allocated on SRAM and can be continually learned during deployment whenever more data for new classes become available. Our lightweight Backpropagation Engine enables the implementation of the first CL system on MCUs.

Lastly, the binary size of our Compression Module and Backpropagation Engine, excluding C++ Standard Library (STL) on an MCU, is only 80 KB, introducing minimal overhead on storage.

**Hardware-friendly Optimization.** We further optimize LifeLearner’s CL operations on-device. By freezing the model’s feature extractor during deployment, LifeLearner significantly reduces the computational cost for the already learned classes during replay by omitting the forward and backward passes. In addition, we utilize the hardware-friendly 8-bit integer arithmetic [91] by reducing the precision of weights/activations of the feature extractor from 32-bit floats to 8-bit integers, increasing the computation throughput and minimizing latency and energy. The scalar quantization scheme [35, 46] is used to minimize the information loss in quantization. Then, we utilize the QNNPACK [17] backend engine and TFLM to execute the quantized model on two embedded devices and MCUs, respectively.

5 Evaluation

5.1 Experimental Setup

We briefly describe our experimental setup in this subsection.

5.1.1 Metrics As in [4], we use testing accuracy on unseen samples of all the new classes learned continually as a key performance metric, representing the generalization ability of CL systems. In addition, we measure the memory footprint (model parameters, optimizers, activations, and rehearsal samples), end-to-end training latency and energy consumption to continually learn all the given classes for a deployed DNN on embedded devices.

5.1.2 Datasets We employ three datasets of two different data modalities in our evaluation.

- **CIFAR-100 [47]:** Following [55], we employ CIFAR-100 in our evaluation as it is widely used dataset. CIFAR-100 consists of 60,000 images of 100 classes. Each class has 500 train images and 100 test images. 70 classes are used for meta-training and the remaining 30 for meta-testing. During both meta-training and meta-testing, up to only 30 training images are sampled for training in each class, which holds for both MiniImageNet and GSCv2 datasets. Then, during meta-testing, a total of 900 samples are given to perform CL.

- **MiniImageNet [95]:** Following [55], we employ MiniImageNet containing 64 classes for meta-training and 20 classes for meta-testing. Each class has 540 images for training and 60 images for testing. During meta-testing, a total of 600 samples are given.

- **GSCv2 [97]:** To generalize our results to another data modality, we include Google Speech Command V2 (GSCv2) as it is a widely used audio dataset. GSCv2 consists of a total of 35 classes of different keywords. We use 25 classes for meta-training and 10 classes for meta-testing. Each class has 2,424 and 314 input data for training and testing, respectively. During meta-testing, 300 samples in total are given for CL.

5.1.3 Baselines We compare our system, LifeLearner, with five baseline systems as follows.

- **Oracle:** The CL performance of Oracle represents the upper bound performance of the experiments. It is because Oracle has access to all the classes at once in an i.i.d. fashion and performs DNN training for many epochs until the performance converges.

- **Pretrained:** This baseline initializes the model weights based on conventional DNN training without the meta-learning procedure.
Then, it finetunes the weights using given samples in the meta-test phase, similar to prior Meta CL methods.

**OML+AIM [55]:** This is a Meta CL method based on OML with an Attentive Independent Mechanisms (AIM) module, capturing independent concepts to learn new knowledge.

**ANML [4]:** It is the representative Meta CL method. As this method is often reported to outperform OML [37], we only employ ANML in our evaluation. Also, note that the proposed components of LifeLearner build on top of ANML.

**ANML+AIM [55]:** ANML+AIM is a Meta CL method based on ANML with an AIM module. This baseline serves as the SOTA Meta CL method as it often outperforms other Meta CL methods including OML+AIM.

### 5.1.4 Model Architecture

LifeLearner employs the network architecture used in the prior CL works for a fair comparison [4, 55]. As in Figure 2, it consists of the feature extractor and the final classifier. For ANML-based model architectures, the feature extractor consists of a neuromodulatory network, \( f_{\text{ANML}} \), and a prediction network, \( f_{\text{PR}} \), followed by the classifier part, \( f_{\text{CL}} \). The neuromodulatory and prediction networks are 3-layer convolutional networks with 112 and 256 channels, respectively. The classifier has a single fully-connected layer. In this case, LifeLearner utilizes the last layer of the feature extractor as the latent replay layer, following the natural structure of the ANML architecture. The SOTA method, ANML+AIM, adds AIM layers \( f_{\text{AIM}} \) between the feature extractor and the classifier, which alleviates forgetting and helps learn new classes. In addition, for OML and OML+AIM, the feature extractor has a 6-layer convolutional network with 112 channels, followed by the classifier of two fully-connected layers with an AIM module between the feature extractor and the classifier. Note that the model architectures deployed on embedded devices (i.e., Jetson Nano and Pi 3B+) and an MCU (i.e., STM32H747) are different due to the strict resource constraint on the MCU. Thus, a smaller version of the model architecture described above is adopted for the MCU deployment (see Section 5.5 for details).

### 5.1.5 Training Details

We followed the meta-training procedure used in prior Meta CL works [4, 37, 55]. For instance, we used a batch size of 1 and 64 for the inner- and outer-loop updates over 20,000 steps, respectively. We experimented with different learning rates for the inner loop and outer loop to obtain the meta-trained DNN that provides the best accuracy on a validation set. As a result, for CIFAR-100 and GSCv2 datasets, the inner-loop learning rate (\( \alpha \)) is set to 0.001, and the outer-loop learning rate (\( \beta \)) is also set to 0.001. For the MiniImageNet dataset, the optimal settings are \( \alpha = 0.001 \) and \( \beta = 0.0005 \). During the meta-testing phase, ten different learning rates are tried for all the methods, and the best-performing results are reported. Besides, to obtain the accuracy results of systems that perform replays, we experimented with batch sizes of 8 and 16 and observed little difference in CL performance. Thus, we employ a batch size of 8, as a smaller batch size reduces the memory footprint.

### 5.2 Experimental Results

**Accuracy.** We start by evaluating the CL performance (testing accuracy) of LifeLearner compared to the baselines on the employed datasets. Figure 4 presents the accuracy results of the meta-testing phase. Pretrained serves as the lower bound. The low accuracy (24.4% on average for three datasets) of Pretrained demonstrates that the conventional transfer learning approach cannot address the challenging scenarios of learning new classes with only a few samples. ANML improves upon Pretrained, however, the improvement is marginal (i.e., average 9.9% accuracy gain compared to Pretrained but 18.9% accuracy drop on average compared to Oracle which shows the upper bound accuracy). Note that it is very challenging to achieve high testing accuracy even for Oracle as the number of available samples is very limited during meta-testing: all evaluated systems are given only 30 samples per class, accounting for only 2.57%, 1.74%, and 0.5% of all training samples during meta-training of CIFAR-100, MiniImageNet, and GSCv2, respectively.

---

5. When targeting a different model architecture, the latent replay layer selection is a configurable design decision. We leave this investigation as future work.
LifeLearner achieves near-optimal CL performance, falling short by only 2.8% accuracy compared to Oracle. Also, LifeLearner outperforms all the Meta CL methods with substantial accuracy gains of 4.1–16.1% on average for the three datasets. Specifically, LifeLearner shows almost no loss of accuracy, i.e., 0.2% for CIFAR-100 and 2.7% for MiniImageNet compared to Oracle. In contrast, ANML+AIM (i.e., the previous SOTA Meta CL method) shows notable accuracy drops (9.9% for CIFAR-100 and 10.7% for MiniImageNet). In the case of GSCv2, LifeLearner reveals a slight accuracy decline of 5.6% compared to Oracle, while ANML+AIM shows a minor 0.2% drop in accuracy relative to Oracle.

Although LifeLearner shows a slightly lower accuracy for GSCv2 than ANML+AIM, it still outperforms ANML+AIM by 4.1% on average over all datasets. In addition, LifeLearner is essentially designed for edge devices to require drastically smaller system resources (memory, latency, and energy) than the previous SOTA. As explained in the following, the excessive resource overhead of ANML+AIM makes it unsuitable to operate on resource-constrained devices.

**Peak Memory Footprint.** We investigate the peak memory footprint required to perform CL. Precisely, we measure the memory space required to perform backpropagation and to store rehearsal samples. The memory requirement to perform backpropagation consists of three components: (1) model memory that stores model parameters, (2) optimizer memory that stores gradients and momentum vectors, and (3) activation memory that is comprised of the intermediate activations (stored for reuse during backpropagation). Then, the memory requirement for rehearsal samples is included.

Table 1 shows the peak memory footprint for various baselines and our system. First, the AIM variants (OML+AIM and ANML+AIM) require an enormous memory footprint of 135.2–1,051 MB and 608.2–1,645 MB, respectively, as their AIM module has many parameters. This required memory easily exceeds the RAM size of embedded devices such as Pi 3B+ (i.e., 1 GB) and barely fits on Jetson Nano. Conversely, baseline systems such as Pretrained, ANML, and Oracle do not support CL. In contrast, LifeLearner shows the impressive results that it only requires 15.45 MB for CIFAR-100, 34.3 MB for MiniImageNet, and 474.5–475.0 MB for GSCv2, demonstrating a very high compression rate of 70.8x–11.4x, and 80.8x–94.2% reduction of latency compared to ANML+AIM (e.g., 7.100 seconds for CIFAR-100 and 438 seconds for GSCv2). Note that ANML+AIM often crashes from running out of memory on Jetson Nano due to its excessive memory requirements (as shown in Figures 5c and 5d). Furthermore, compared to ANML which shares the same network architecture, LifeLearner introduces

![Table 1: The required memory footprint and the compression ratio for the baselines and our system to perform CL during the meta-testing phase on the three datasets.](image)

![Figure 5: The end-to-end latency and energy consumption of the baselines and LifeLearner to perform CL over all the given classes. All results are averaged over three runs with standard deviations.](image)
We perform an ablation study to investigate the role of each component on top of the baseline system (ANML): (1) rehearsal strategy with inner-and outer-loop optimization (Latent), (2) sparse bitmap compression (LifeLearner), and (3) quantization (LifeLearner). Next, we study the impact of the various hyper-parameters that could affect the performance of our system (see Figure 6).

The Number of Given Samples. We first examine the accuracy of LifeLearner according to the number of given samples per class (ranging from 10 to 30) as it would directly affect labeling effort of users (see Figure 6a). Apparently, the more samples are given for training, the higher the accuracy, which holds for both LifeLearner and Oracle. Even when only 10 samples per class are given to conduct training, the accuracy degradation of LifeLearner is relatively low (7-14%), indicating that LifeLearner can still perform reasonably well under extreme data scarcity. Also, the accuracy differences between LifeLearner and Oracle are small (e.g., 1-2% for CIFAR-100, 1-3% for MiniImageNet, and 5-9% for GSCv2), demonstrating that LifeLearner achieves the similar accuracy of Oracle. With 30 given samples, the accuracy difference is minimal: 2.8% on average (ranging from 1 to 5%).

The Number of Replay Epochs. We study to what extent the number of replay epochs affects the CL performance as more epochs...
incur larger latency and energy consumption. Figure 6b shows that the accuracy of LifeLearner converges after the first or the second replay epoch. However, Oracle requires at least two to five epochs to reach the convergence accuracy, which consumes much more training time and energy than our system (see Figure 5). This result benefits us since replaying the rehearsal samples over one or two epochs is enough for LifeLearner to reach the converging accuracy, which helps decrease the system overheads.

**PQ Codebook’s Sub-vector Length.** We investigate the accuracy of LifeLearner according to the sub-vector length of the PQ codebook (the number of values per index) ranging from 8 to 128 as it affects the compression ratio of rehearsal samples. For CIFAR-100 and MiniImageNet, there is little difference according to the sub-vector length. In contrast, for GSCv2, we observe that the shorter the length of the sub-vector (i.e., lower compression rate), the higher the accuracy. These results inform us to select the largest sub-vector length that does not degrade accuracy.

These results show that with only 10-30 samples per class, LifeLearner achieves similar CL performance to Oracle, exhibit rapid convergence with small replay epochs (at most two), and accomplish a high compression rate for rehearsal samples.

### 5.5 MCU Deployment

**TinyANML Architecture.** For the extremely resource-constrained IoT devices like MCUs where on-chip memory of SRAM and Flash are typically a few hundred KB or 1 MB at most (an order of magnitude smaller than Jetson Nano and Pi 3B+ in terms of memory), the memory requirements of the MetaCL methods, including LifeLearner, are prohibitively large. Thus, we propose a small and accurate TinyANML architecture designed for MCUs with tiny memory by experimenting with various width modifiers [56, 57, 83]. We identified widths of 0.2, 0.05, and 0.4 for the ANML architecture of CIFAR-100, MiniImageNet, and GSCv2, respectively.

**MCU Implementation and Results.** Backbone represents an inference-only feature extractor based on TFLM. On top of that, our hardware-aware systems are added incrementally: (1) Backpropagation Engine (Tiny ANML) and (2) Compression Module (Tiny LifeLearner). Table 3 shows the MCU deployment results based on STM32H747 in terms of accuracy, SRAM, Flash, latency, and energy consumption to learn a class with ten samples when continually learning ten classes.

**Backpropagation Engine.** As shown with Tiny ANML compared to inference-only Backbone, our Backpropagation Engine enables on-device CL with extremely small latency/energy overheads (e.g., 579ms vs. 561ms and 128mJ vs. 128mJ for CIFAR-100) while requiring only an additional 100KB SRAM and 260KB Flash.

**Co-design of Our Algorithm and Hardware-aware System Implementation.** Tiny LifeLearner not only largely prevents accuracy degradation compared to its original LifeLearner (see Table 2) but also maintains higher accuracy than ANML despite Tiny LifeLearner’s model size being 24.1-1839x smaller than ANML. Tiny LifeLearner achieves significantly higher accuracy than Tiny ANML while having minimal resource requirements (e.g., 181-281KB SRAM, 725-825KB Flash, 1204ms latency, and 271-282mJ energy consumption), demonstrating the effectiveness of our proposed algorithm and hardware-aware system implementation on such an extremely resource-constrained device.

*Note that it is infeasible to perform the ablation study to quantify the benefits of our design as in Section 5.3. This is because other baseline systems with different architectures and prior works exhibit out-of-memory problems and only Tiny LifeLearner could run on MCUs with severely limited memory.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>System</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>SRAM</th>
<th>Flash</th>
<th>Latency</th>
<th>Energy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CIFAR-100</td>
<td>Backbone</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>75KB</td>
<td>425KB</td>
<td>561ms</td>
<td>128mJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tiny ANML</td>
<td>0.176</td>
<td>185KB</td>
<td>691KB</td>
<td>579ms</td>
<td>134mJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tiny LifeLearner</td>
<td>0.301</td>
<td>236KB</td>
<td>825KB</td>
<td>579ms</td>
<td>195mJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mini-</td>
<td>Backbone</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>119KB</td>
<td>329KB</td>
<td>926ms</td>
<td>221mJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ImageNet</td>
<td>Tiny ANML</td>
<td>0.112</td>
<td>224KB</td>
<td>591KB</td>
<td>944ms</td>
<td>218mJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tiny LifeLearner</td>
<td>0.393</td>
<td>236KB</td>
<td>825KB</td>
<td>832ms</td>
<td>282mJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSCv2</td>
<td>Backbone</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>81KB</td>
<td>475KB</td>
<td>956ms</td>
<td>218mJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tiny ANML</td>
<td>0.299</td>
<td>181KB</td>
<td>738KB</td>
<td>965ms</td>
<td>223mJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tiny LifeLearner</td>
<td>0.534</td>
<td>212KB</td>
<td>806KB</td>
<td>1160ms</td>
<td>271mJ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6 Discussion

Impact on Continual Learning. We envision that LifeLearner could make CL a practical reality on embedded and IoT devices by leveraging meta-learning and rehearsal strategies with only a few samples. Such CL systems will allow DNNs to add new classes (e.g., adding new objects to a DNN recognition system, adding new keywords to a voice assistant) or new modalities (e.g., adding image recognition on top of a voice recognition authentication system) on the fly without relying on the cloud (i.e., no communication costs). As one future direction, further optimizing LifeLearner to use stricter quantization such as 1, 2, or 4 bits will be interesting.

Generalizability of LifeLearner. LifeLearner successfully works on three different datasets operating on two different modalities: image and audio, showing the generalizability of our framework. With the proliferation of smart spaces, such as smart homes and offices, LifeLearner can be used to learn the personal habits and preferences of users in order to control environmental conditions, such as temperature, humidity and lighting, with readings coming from thermostats, motion sensors and cameras on IoT devices. LifeLearner would enable this personalization and space adaptivity to happen in a data-efficient manner and to stay local to ensure privacy. Moreover, LifeLearner could be used on robot vacuum cleaners to enhance their adaptability, e.g., to continually learn to visually recognize new objects and thus avoid collisions.

The evaluation of other datasets and potentially other modalities, including various other sensor signals [14, 75] as mentioned above to further test the applicability of LifeLearner for learning continually for other real-world applications, is left as future work.

Scalability over Many Classes. The sample-wise compression ratio of LifeLearner is about 30x, significantly reducing the memory overhead of adding many classes. It incurs only 1.68 MB, 6.16 MB, and 0.66 MB of memory when adding 100 classes with 30 samples per class for CIFAR-100, MiniImageNet, and GSCv2, respectively. Also, our scalar quantization and selective layer updates resolve scalability issues of latency as it incurs minimal latency overhead over ANML with fixed latency to learn new classes (see Tables 2, 3).

Feasibility of Labeling Samples. One of the key challenges of enabling realistic applications for CL is annotation difficulty by users. As conventional CL typically demands a few thousand labeled samples, it becomes almost infeasible for users to perform labeling (as discussed in Section 2.1). Instead, LifeLearner ameliorates this labeling burden by enabling data-efficient CL with 10-30 samples per class which are not impractical to label.

Other Considerations. In this work, our evaluation demonstrated that LifeLearner achieves near-optimal CL performance, falling short by only 2.8% accuracy compared to the upper bound system (Oracle). However, a higher accuracy (over 80-90%) given fewer samples (less than 10-30 samples) would be desirable. Thus, it is worth investigating larger and more advanced model architectures specializing in the target problem and task, such as Transformers [16, 94], to push the envelope of the upper bound testing accuracy of the challenging CL problem.

7 Conclusions

We proposed LifeLearner, a hardware-aware meta CL system with adaptive fast-slow weights and resource-optimized compression for embedded and IoT platforms. LifeLearner outperforms all existing Meta CL methods by a large margin (approximating the upper bound method that performs training in i.i.d. setting) and demonstrates its potential applicability in real-world deployments. Our efficient CL system opens the door to adaptive applications to run on embedded and IoT devices by allowing them to learn new tasks and adapt to the dynamics of the user and context.
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